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Abstract 

As the internet media has become more widely used over time, public opinions formed by internet 
discussions affect political and social issues more critically. While the internet space guarantees equal 
status for every participant and equal opportunity in terms of freedom of speech based on anonymity, 
baseless rumors, personal defamation, and privacy invasion against particular individuals and groups 
are more likely to happen rather than in the face-to-face offline communications. In order to prevent 
this undesirable effect, the South Korean government implemented Real Name Verification Law in 
July 2007 by which discussion participants should pass verification process in order to express their 
opinions in most websites. 

This study examines the effects of Real Name Verification Law in several aspects. By applying 
content analysis to abundant data of postings in a leading discussion forum that is subject to the law, 
the results suggest that Real Name Verification Law has a dampening effect on overall participation 
in the short-term, but the law did not affect the participation in the long term. Also, identification of 
postings had significant effects on reducing uninhibited behaviors (swear words and antinormative 
expressions), suggesting that Real Name Verification Law encouraged users’ behavioral changes in 
the positive direction to some extent. The impact is greater for Heavy User group than for Light and 
Middle User groups. Also, discussion participants with their real names showed more discreet 
behaviors regardless of the enforcement of the law.  

By analyzing the effect of this policy at the forefront of internet trends of South Korea, this paper 
can shed light on some useful implications and information to policy makers of other countries that 
may consider certain type of internet regulations in terms of privacy and anonymity. 
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“The incident, ‘Dog Shit Girl1’ (in South Korea), involves a norm that most people would seemingly 
agree to clean up after your dog. But having a permanent record of one's norm violations is upping 
the sanction to a whole new level... allowing (internet) bloggers to act as a cyber-posse, tracking down 
norm violators and branding them with digital scarlet letters."  
      (Daniel Solove, Washington Post, 7/7/2005) 

“Internet space in our country has become the wall of a public toilet.” (A member of South Korean 
National Assembly) (…) Widespread verbal abuse on the Web has become a growing social problem, 
and efforts to stamp it out have become a government priority. (The New York Times, 10/13/2008) 

1. Introduction 

Long ago, Plato raised a concern in his Phaedrus: he expressed the fear that the emerging technology of 
writing would destroy the rich oral literacy that was central to his culture (Wood & Smith, 2001). Plato 
preferred speech to writing due to his suspicion of writing as a threatening new technology. He worried 
that people’s thoughts would become unwavering by written documents, and this would ruin the 
root of democracy by preventing a variety of free discussions. Plato’s concern is analogous to the 
present worries with regard to a newly emerged technology, the internet or computer-mediated 
communication (CMC) (Hwang, 2007). 

With the growth in sociality and interaction around online discussion forums, these mediums are 
increasingly becoming places for communities to discuss and address common issues (Diakopoulos 
& Naaman 2011). Through this intermediary based on cutting-edge technology, our opinions are 
delivered and shared rapidly, and the history of communications via the internet is cumulated 
exponentially. That is, internet-based information technologies have enabled the emergence of new 
types of communicative practices (Karyda & Kokolakis, 2008). The other unique characteristic of the 
internet communication is anonymity or pseudonymity. People want to surf the web, purchase online, and 
post messages or comments without exposing their identities, interests, and activities to others 
(Acquisti et al., 2003). On the one hand, participants in online discussion forums are all equal under 
the anonymous condition, no matter what their backgrounds and circumstances are. Minorities and 
neglected classes of people in the real world can have equal opportunities to express their thoughts: 
freedom of speech is guaranteed more highly thanks to online anonymity. The immensely popular 
and large-scale interactions are associated with distilling expertise and opinions from thousands of 
participants who may or may not know each other. 

However, on the other hand, anonymity mitigates the social norm and establishes conditions to 
neglect principles of mutual respect. Malicious profanities and groundless online rumors can 
proliferate quickly under this circumstance, and those online slanders can lead to serious privacy 
invasion and personal defamation. Not surprisingly, there have been a variety of conflicts 
surrounding freedom of speech and anonymity on the cyberspace, particularly in South Korea, a 
country that is the most highly networked in the world. According to a recent research2, South 
Korea’s household broadband penetration reached 95%, which was the highest rate among those of 

                                                            
1 ‘Dog Shit Girl’ case has changed public sentiment in favor of Real Name Verification Law, as discussed more 
specifically in section 2. 
2 http://www.strategyanalytics.com/default.aspx?mod=PressReleaseViewer&a0=4748 
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all 57 surveyed countries.3 This fact indicates that cyberspace has become an important part of daily 
life for South Koreans than people in any other countries. In spite of several positive impacts of this 
advanced network, radical changes have created several spillover effects in South Korea’s society. For 
instance, online harassment in anonymous cyberspace has constantly occurred, such as the ‘Dog Shit 
Girl’ case4.  

This study examines the impact of policy that was firstly taken into effect in 2007 by which internet 
users should verify their real identification when they write on widely-used internet websites. The 
paper proceeds as follows: section 2 discusses the description of legislation and related literature. 
Section 3 lays out the research model and hypotheses and Section 4 describe the data and methods of 
analysis. Main results in terms of policy impacts are specified in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 provides 
a discussion and conclusion of the results. 

2. Backgrounds and Relevant Literature 

2.1. History and Description of Real Name Verification Law  

The initial debate was ignited by political domain. Presidential election in 2002 was a turning point 
from a traditional campaign to an internet-oriented one. In the election, it was believed to some 
extent that young voters’ assertive online activities and campaigns in favor of a particular candidate 
upset the election result. Some conservative members of National Assembly enacted Real Name 
Verification Law for the first time in 2005. Under this rule, only verified users with their real identity 
can leave postings and comments on the website. The suggested bill contained that the rule would be 
applied to election-related online discussion boards before 90 days of the Election Day. They 
believed that this policy would protect the privacy of candidates and promote more reliable online 
discussions. Due to the constant social issues caused by online slanders, the extended version of Real 
Name Verification Law was built in July 2007. By this law, all websites that have average daily 
viewership of over 300,000 went into effect. Once again, this law was strengthened to websites that 
have average daily viewership of over 100,000 in 2009. Accordingly, 37 websites had been subject to 
the law in 2007, but 153 websites5 were concerned with the law in 2009. In order to verify a user’s 
identity, Resident Registration Number (RRN)6 is used at the associated websites.   

The original policy goal is to prevent widespread online abuse in postings and comments that can 
seriously cause privacy invasion and personal defamation by legal enforcement and penalties. 

                                                            
3 2nd: Singapore (88%), 3rd: Netherlands (85%), USA (60%) (at the end of 2008) 
4 When a girl riding a South Korean subway refused to clean up her dog's excrement, a witness took pictures of her 
and posted them on a popular website, along with an account of her misbehavior. Within hours, she and her dog 
were recognized everywhere they went. "Within hours, she was labeled ‘dog‐shit‐girl’ and her pictures and parodies 
were everywhere on the cyberspace. Within days, her identity and her past were revealed. Request for information 
about her parents and relatives started popping up and people started to recognize her by the dog and the bag she 
was carrying as well as her watch, clearly visible in the original picture. All mentions of privacy invasion were shouted 
down with accusations of being related to the girl.  
(Source: http://boingboing.net/2005/06/29/woman_doesnt_clean_u.html) 
5 It is not an exaggerated statement that almost all frequently‐visited websites by South Korean people came to be 
laid under this restriction 
6 Resident Registration Number is equivalent to Social Security Number in the US. This is a 13‐digit number issued to 
all residents of South Korean citizens. It is used to identify people in various private transactions such as in banking 
and employment. It is also used extensively for online identification purposes.  
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However, this strict law can discourage users’ willingness to express, which is not desirable. In this 
context, research questions are as follows: was Real Name Verification Law effective? Did people’s 
online behaviors change due to the law? Which factor is more influential to behaviors of users 
between an anonymous condition with the law and condition with revealed real identity? Relevant 
literature is reviewed in the following section.   

2.2. Anonymity and Pseudonymity 

As noted above, Real Name Verification Law can be regarded as a changed rule-setting in terms of 
anonymity. First of all, the relevant terminology should be clearly defined. According to Pfitzmann & 
Kohntopp (2001), anonymity is the state of being not identifiable within a set of subject. Unlinkability 
and unobservability are accompanied with anonymity. The distinction between anonymity and 
pseudonymity is another important matter. Pseudonymity indicates that the user maintains one or more 
persistent pseudonyms that are not connected to the user’s physical identity (Goldberg, 2000). 
Pseudonymity comprises all degrees of linkability to a subject. For example, third parties (website 
operators) may have the possibility to reveal the identity of the holder (users) in order to provide 
means for investigation or prosecution. In online communications, pseudonyms contain a variety 
degree of anonymity (Froomkin, 1995). High linkable public pseudonyms indicate that the link between 
pseudonym (or nickname) and a real identity is publicly known or easy to discover. Unlinkable 
pseudonyms mean that system operators or third parties cannot detect a certain pseudonym’s real 
identity (Pfitzmann & Kohntopp, 2001). Real Name Verification Law led to the cyberspace to switch 
from an unlinkable pseudonymous condition to a publicly pseudonymous condition. 

2.3. Deindividuation  

The paper is directly associated with a large body of literature of the social value of anonymous 
communication and deindividuation research. Social psychology has a long history of studying the 
effect of anonymity and its disinhibiting effect on individual’s behaviors. Two main streams are 
existent with regard to anonymous communication: positive and negative aspects. On the positive 
side, anonymity communications enable minorities to express their own opinions and to maintain 
privacy protection (Froomkin, 1996). An anonymous environment is helpful in promoting more 
active involvements without revealing personal identity (Siegel et al., 1986). Also, anonymous speech 
helps to settle the imbalance of information through revelation of autonomous personal identity 
(Zarsky, 2004). According to the SIDE (Social Identity model of Deindividuation Effects) model that 
was built by Reicher, Spears & Postmes (1995), anonymity should accentuate the effects of the salient 
social identity and the dominant normative response associated with it. From Information Systems 
literature, anonymity led to a reduction in behavioral constraints and enabled individuals to engage in 
behavior they would not engage in when identified (Jessup et al., 1990). 

On the other hand, opponent groups argue that it is more likely that defamation, threat, insulting 
words, and slander can occur under an anonymous communication environment (Cohen, 1996). 
According to classical deindividuation theory, anonymity in the group can lead to reduced self-
awareness and influence of social norms that ultimately correspond to antinormative behaviors 
(Postmes & Spears, 1998).  

2.4. CMC and Deindividuation 

Finally, according to recent literature on impacts and influence of computer-mediated 
communication (CMC), reduction of identifiable information reduces self-awareness and stimulates 
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antinormative behavior (McLeod et al., 1997). However, aforementioned SIDE model proposes that 
certain feature of CMC can intensify social influence and enhance normative behavior (Postmes et al., 
1998; Spears et al., 1990). 

The main limitation of the previous studies is that they are based on designed experiments. None of 
these studies have investigated actual behavioral changes of online communications by using real-
world data. Real Name Verification Law provides a proper condition to examine the actual 
behavioral change of users. Moreover, previous studies regarding anonymity have been conducted 
from legal and economic aspects. There is little research of empirical aspects of anonymity which are 
associated with behaviors of people and impacts of a particular policy. 

3. Research Model and Hypotheses 

The goal of Real Name Verification Law is to reduce undesirable and antinormative postings by 
changing the level of anonymity in which linkability and traceability are enhanced. Previous studies 
found that the anonymous condition is negatively associated with privacy invasion, such as more 
slanders and defamation (Danielson, 1996; Sproull & Kiesler, 1986). However, at the same time, if 
this strict legal enforcement leads to discouragement of willingness-to-express related to freedom of 
speech to the internet users, the law is dysfunctional and the results may yield undesirable spillover 
effects (Myers & Lamm, 1976; Walther 1992). For this reason, some privacy experts and groups in 
South Korea also criticize this policy which enables a person’s real identity to be fully traceable. Some 
researchers tried to examine the impact of Real Name Verification Law in South Korea. Most argued 
the legal aspects and appropriateness of the policy (Kim, 2009; Hwang, 2007; Myung, 2005). More 
recently, Woo et al.(2010) pioneered the empirical study to explore the effects of the law with real 
world dataset, and their findings are the following: the number of postings decreased, slanderous and 
swear words in postings did not decrease, but those in replies(or comments) decreased in replies after 
the implementation of the law. However, the study only observed each 10 days before and after the 
law implementation and did not examine the long term impact. Not surprisingly, users would be 
more cautious led by excessive sense of alarm right after the law. This paper explores both short term 
and long term effects of the law with abundant data from several sources. The research model has 
been designed for this purpose, as shown in Figure 1. 

Figure 1 shows the main factors to be examined and the structure of the research. Site 1 and Site 3 
use nickname policies at their online discussion forums; by contrast, Site 2 uses real name policy 
regardless of the existence of the law. In other words, Site 2 is with more enhanced level in terms of 
exposing users’ real identity, compared to other two sites. Site 1 and Site 2 are subjected to Real 
Name Verification Law, but Site 3 is not applied to the law due to its smaller number of daily visitors. 
Site 1 is of main interest in the study in order to see policy effects and users’ behavioral change, and 
it is compared to those in Site 2 and Site 3 for the robustness check. By comparing Site 1 to Site 2, I 
can observe how users behave differently when they write messages with their real identity. In 
addition, Site 3 is a reference of Site 1 for verifications. 
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Figure 1. Research Model. 
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Real Name Verification Law gives participants the feeling that others can observe and track their 
posting history. For example, government’s inspection authority may be involved and punished in 
case that a particular user’s postings lead to negative social cues. This in turn can affect the quantity 
of interaction and the richness of discussion in the online forums. Not surprisingly, anonymity has 
been found to increase actual participation over identified groups (Kahai et al. 1998). In addition, 
when members are originally reticent to participate, anonymity frees them from evaluation and 
apprehension and leads to more participation (Pinnsonneault et al. 1999). Thus, the freeing of 
participants from surveillance and traceability seems to be a pronounced effect on participation. 
Since the enforcement of Real Name Verification Law was widely reported by the mass media and 
websites that were applied to the law at the point of its implementation, it is assumed that most 
internet users were aware of it. The first two hypotheses are to measure whether the law directly 
discouraged the willingness-to-express at the online forum: 

Hypothesis 1: Participants decrease after the law comes into effect. 
Hypothesis 2: The number of postings decreases after the law comes into effect. 
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Next, I measure how effective the law was in terms of reducing swear words and antinormative 
expressions. Excessive slanders and abuse are closely associated with privacy invasion and 
defamation against particular individuals and groups, such as politicians and political parties.  

 Hypothesis 3: The numbers of postings that include swear words and antinormative expressions decrease after 
 the law comes into effect. 

Next, I propose that the behavioral responses against the law would be varied according to the 
nature of the users. Some users may stay in the online forum longer than others and post more. 
Other users may participate in the discussion of topics in which they are particularly interested. I 
conjecture that people involved more heavily in the discussion were affected by the law rather than 
temporary users. 

 Hypothesis 4: The heavy users are more influenced by the law than the light users. 

Also of interest is how the operating policy of the online discussion board influences users. I assume 
that users behave more responsibly and discreetly with their real name, because writings with real 
name cannot be separated with their real-world identity. 

 Hypothesis 5: There are less abusive and antinormative postings in the real-name discussion forum than those 
 in the pseudonym-based discussion forum. 

4. Data and Methods 

4.1. Data 

Data is collected from Site 1, which is the most popular online discussion forum in the South 
Korea’s top portal website7, using a web-crawling method.  I chose a discussion board with the topic 
of political issues. Political and diplomatic issues, including topics relevant to North Korea, public 
policy, elections are more arguable in the online discussion; therefore, it provides a higher likelihood 
to represent users’ thoughts and emotions directly. Since it was unlikely for users to change their 
nicknames in the given period, it is assumed that each nickname represents each separate individual.  

During the period from January 2005 to December 2010, 2,024,274 postings written by 207,124 
participants (nicknames) are collected, and the mean of postings and participants per month are 
28,114 and 2,798 respectively. Figure 2 illustrates the trends in the number of postings and 
participants. A vertical solid line in the middle of the graph is the point of Real Name Verification 
Law, and the oval around the line is the period of interest in this study. In the long term point-of-
view, it is seemingly conjectured that the number of postings and participants were more influenced 
by particular politically disputable issues rather than by the law. Two kinked points in the rectangular 
were caused by two nationwide striking issues, the recent presidential election in December 2007 and 
the dispute against the government’s decision to import American beef respectively. 

                                                            
7 http://agora.media.daum.net/ According to the official announcement of the portal operator, the total number of 
postings in all categories of forums was 784,107 by 74,949 participants in the period April 1, 2008 to June 18, 2008, 
and the number unique visitors were 7.9 million in April, 2008. 
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In order to see behavioral changes and policy impacts more directly caused by Real Name 
Verification Law, I selected two separate periods of short term and long term, which are 60 days and 
6 months, as shown in Figure 3. 

Figure 2. The trend of number of postings and participants at Site 1 (2005‐2010). 
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Figure 3. Two Periods (short term and long term) of the study. 

 

For the supplemental study, two websites, Site 28 and Site 39, are considered: Site 2 is a discussion 
forum of a leading newspaper site and Site 3 is a debate forum specialized in political issues. As noted 
above, Site 1 and Site 2 have been subject to Real Name Verification Law since July 2007. In these 
Sites, only users who passed real identity verification process could leave postings in the latter period. 
By contrast, Site 3 is not associated with the law, because its daily visitor was less than 300,000. 
Anybody can express their opinions with their own nicknames without any authorization process in 
Site 3. 

4.2. Methods 

                                                            
8 http://www.chosun.com/ 
9 http://www.freezone.co.kr/ 
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First of all, several terms have to be clearly defined. Posting is a message that is written by an 
individual (nickname), and each posting is represented with time, date, writing number by time order, 
and nickname set by each user. Content analysis is based on two criteria: swear words and antinormative 
expressions. Even though it is certain that these two standards are closely correlated, each factor 
indicates salient meaning. Postings with swear words10 can be regarded as the most aggressive 
behaviors. This is closely associated with privacy invasion and defamation as well as deindividuation 
that was discussed in the previous section. Contrastingly, postings with antinormative expressions 
indicate that writings include slanderous and abusive words against certain governmental policies, 
politicians, or other discussion participants. It is common to use irrational contractions of words and 
transformed insulting words which readily lead to conceive the original words. Although these 
expressions are less aggressive than expressing swear words directly, it is assumed that participants 
use these words by exploiting anonymous condition in the online forum. To do this analysis, 34 and 
585 keywords are predetermined for swear words and antinormative expressions respectively. In 
order to examine the behavioral shift across the nature of users, six categories and three groups of 
users are defined as following criteria on the basis of the number of postings per month: (1) 1 
posting and (2) 2 postings: light user, (3) 3 posting and (4) 4-10 postings: middle user, (5) 11-15 
postings and (6) more than 15 postings: heavy user. 

The following technical approach is implemented. To run and display content on the browsers, web 
data such as HTML and JavaScript are downloaded to the client side (Site 1). This data stream can be 
read and its target content can be parsed, a concept known as "crawling and parsing".  A web crawler 
is designed to reconstruct all URLs, also known as the seeds of the target sites, and retrieve content 
from those pages using Java and MS-SQL. Based on extracted data from the target sites, data mining 
and filtering methods can be implemented to retrieve postings with specific keywords—swear words 
or antinormative expressions.  

5. Results 

5.1. The change in the number of postings and participants 

Before I examine the change of postings based on 60 days and 6 months windows, the change in 
each 3 weeks before and after Real Name Verification Law is illustrated in Table 1 and Figure 4. 
Salient decrease at the point of the implementation of the law on July 27, 2007 is observed in Figure 
4, and the average number of daily postings in the discussion has decreased from 477 to 379, and the 
difference is statistically significant. The average number of daily participant has also decreased from 
124 to 115, but the difference is not significant. This can be interpreted that some users might be 
more cautious in posting their opinions right after the law enforcement.  

Table 1. The comparison between before and after the law (3‐week windows). 

  Before the law  After the law  Change (%)  t‐statistic (p‐value) 
Average daily posting  477  379  ‐98 (‐20.5%)  2.28** (0.014) 
Average daily participants  124  115  ‐9 (‐7.6%)  1.08 (0.14) 
Average posting per user  3.78  3.25  ‐0.53 (‐14.0%)  2.61*** (0.006) 

      * significant at 10%, ** significant at 5%, *** significant at 1% 

                                                            
10 Most discussion board systems automatically block writings with well‐known swear words by their own filtering 
algorithm, so it is common for participants to use these words in a slightly different way. These words were regarded 
as homogeneous words to the original swear words in this paper. 
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Figure 4. The trend of number of postings and participants at Site 1 (July – August 2007). 
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Regardless of this result, it is difficult to conclude that users’ willingness-to-express was discouraged 
due to the law. It was straightforwardly expected that the number of postings would decrease in this 
short time period, because the implementation of the law was highly disputable through online and 
offline and offline media at that time. Thus, I examine the impact of the law on the basis of short 
term (60 days) and long term (6 months) by each user group, and the result is provided in Table 2. 
First, while the number of postings is decreased by about 10% from 20,083 to 18,132 in the short 
term, the number of participants is slightly reduced by 3.7%. The difference of postings is statistically 
significant, but the difference of participants is not.  When it comes to the long-term, the numbers of 
both postings and participants are strikingly increased. As noted previously, the main reason that 
more participants expressed their opinions was the disputable political issues in South Korea in the 
late 2007-2008, but, at the same time, this is clear evidence that Real Name Verification Law is not 
associated with users’ willingness-to-express on the Internet unlike prevalent concerns by experts and 
activists in South Korea (Hwnag 2007; Woo et al., 2010). In other words, active discussions are 
maintained according to the political issues, so Hypothesis 1 and 2 are rejected based on the long 
term perspective. This result is somewhat conflicting with the findings by Woo et al. (2010) in which 
they concluded that Real Name Verification Law affected users’ intention to post negatively. It 
should be noted that the period of their study was only 20 days around the point of the law, and their 
result is along with the narrow time period result that is specified earlier. As they specified that the 
short time period as the limitation of their study, examination based on the longer periods is required 
to see the effect of the law in terms of freedom of speech at the online space. However, I should be 
cautious to interpret the result. My conclusion is that Real Name Verification Law does not seem to 
be related to overall participation in the long term, according to Figure 2 and Figure 4. This means 
that there is no causal relationship between the law and the participation. 

Comparison with Site 2 and Site 3 

I checked relatively fewer postings after the law in the short term, but no relevance to the law in the 
long term from Site 1. In order to make this argument more concrete, I compared the trend of the 
number of postings in Site 2 (a site with real-name posting policy and applied to Real Name 
Verification Law) and Site 3 (a site with pseudonym policy and not applied to the law) in the same 
period. It is possible that some users in Site 1 who were sensitive to the law implementation might 
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move to the other discussion forums to which Real Name Verification Law was not applied. 
Nevertheless, it would be difficult to create a new actively debating place, since all popular we
including newspaper websites, portals, and social networking sites are subject to the law. Yet, some 
debate-specialized websites, such as Site 3, can be alternative choices for some users as their shelter. 
Thus, I checked if there was a significant change in other relevant and equivalent websites. If there is
a sign that the significant increase in the number of postings and participants, Real Name 
Verification Law would cause an undesirable spillover effect. As shown in Figure 5, no stri
in Site 2 and Site 3 unlike somewhat radical variations in Site 1 are observed around the point of the 
implementation of the law even in the short term.  

Table 2. The change in participants
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(5.11%) 

962  962  839  839  1,775  1,775 
3.99%)

2 
(12.93%)  (2.50%)  (14.15%)  (2.92%)  (13.44%)  (2.39%)  (14.77%)  (  

251  503  265  529  219  438  572  1,143 
2.57%)

Middle 
3 

(6.60%)  (1.92%)  (6.85%)  (2.12%)  (6.72%)  (1.80%)  (7.75%)  (2.20%) 
User 

128  385  128  384  109  327  300  900 

4 ~ 10 
(14.98%)    (15.02%)    (14.67%)    (16.76%)  (  

291  1,758 
(8.76%)

281  1,682 
(9.28%)

239  1,430 
(7.83%)

649  3,894 
8.76%)

Heavy 
11 ~ 15 

(3.04%)  (4.03%)  (3.19%) (3.13%)  (3.53%)  (3.76%)  (  
User 

59  809  60 
   

700  51  645  146  1,859 
4.18%)(3.86%)

16 and 
more 

187 
(9.65%)  (   (9.42%)  (   (10.44%)    (11.10%)   

15,603 
77.69%)

176  13,875 
76.52%)

170  14,591 
(79.86%)

429  34,903 
(78.48%)

Total
(

 
1943  
100%) 

20,083 
(100%) 

1,871 
(100%) 

18,132 
(100%) 

1,626 
(100%) 

18,269 
(100%) 

3,870 
(100%) 

44,473 
(100%) 

Each va e average n month. The perce e in s is tion l va ast r

15.7 s: χ 4 .000 
ignificant a

   postings (Jan.2007 – Jan.2008). 

lue is th umber per ntage valu parenthesi the propor  out of tota lue in the l ow. 
Short-term: Participant: χ 1.67, df = 5, p = 0.89, Postings:  χ 13.90**, df = 5, p = 0.016 
Long-term: Participant: χ 2***, df = 5, p = 0.007, Posti 6.38***, df = 5, p = 0ng

of

* significant at 10%, ** s t 5%, *** significant at 1% 

Figure 5. Comparisons of the number
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5.2. The change in ive expressions 

The main interest of this study is to see how much participants’ behaviors in terms of using swear 
words and antinormative expressions were shifted after the implementation of the law. These 
negative postings are associated with privacy invasion and defamation, and the reduction of these 
postings is the primary policy goal. The results are reported in Table 3. The proportion of each 
category which is specified in the parenthesis is calculated by the number of postings with swear 
words divided by the number of total postings in each category of the given period. While the 
proportions of swear words and antinormative expressions in Light User group are mostly greater 
than those in Middle and Heavy User groups, the actual numbers of bad postings in Heavy User 
group is greater than those in Light and Middle User groups across all columns. The proportions of 
swear words and antinormative expressions in the first row of Light User group are around 20% and 
30%, compared to around 2% and 5% in the last row of Heavy User group in Table 3. There are two 
reasons for this finding. First, a few heavy users post far greater number of postings, several hundred 
in each month; therefore, the distribution is highly skewed to this group. Second, participants in 
Light User group usually post one or two postings according to their interests, and these postin  are 
more likely to contain either swear words or antinormative expressions.  

 the number of postings with swear words and antinormat

gs

Table 3. Trends of using swear words and antinormative expressions. 

  (1) Short term (60 days)  (2) Long term (6 months) 
Before the law  After the law  Before the law  After the law 

User 
Group 

# of 
postings 

Swear 
words 

Anti‐
normative 

Swear 
words 

Anti‐
normative 

Swear 
words 

Anti‐
normative  

Swear 
words 

Anti
nor

‐
mative 

Light 
User 

1 
195 

(20.00%) 
282 

(28.78%) 
166

(16.06%) 
261

(25.26%) 
171

(20.91%) 
244

(29.92%) 
334 

(17.92%) 
50

(27.54
9
%) 

2 
82 

(17.75%) 
130 

(26.37%) 
77

(12.96%) 
146

(24.87%) 
84

(19.80%) 
132

(30.71%) 
153 

(13.43%) 
285

(25.29%) 

Middle 
User 

3 
71 

(17.49%) 
90 

(27.08%) 
53

(12.88%) 
98

(23.20%) 
61

(18.20%) 
92

(29.19%) 
104 

(12.66%) 
16

(20.09%) 
9

4 ~ 10 
241 

(13.73%) 
447 

(26.22%) 
176

(9.46%) 
402

(21.29%) 
247

(17.18%) 
413

(28.93%) 
312 

(9.28%) 
664

(19.53%) 

Heavy 
User 

11 ~ 15 
111 

(13.45%) 
137 

(16.24%) 
96

(14.30%) 
160

(20.23%) 
108

(17.84%) 
184

(30.63%) 
119 

(8.93%) 
252

(16.54%) 
16 and 
more 

323 
(1.77%) 

1,184 
(6.93%) 

150
(1.03%) 

589
(4.03%) 

355
(2.33%) 

987
(6.49%) 

330 
(1.01%) 

1,116
(3.62%) 

Total 
1,022 
(4.83%) 

2.269 
(10.85%) 

717
(3.71%) 

1,655
(8.54%) 

1,025
(5.58%) 

2,051
(1

1,351  2,996
1.13%)  (3.26%)  (7.38%) 

Each value is the average number per month.  
Short-term: Swear words: 65***, df = 5, p = 0.000 
Long-term: Swear words: χ 49.14***, df = 5, p = 0.000, Antinormative expressions: χ 75.57***, df = 5, p = 0.000 
* significant at 10%, ** significant  
 
W t com to th betw two p , the ortio wear n orm  
expressio du  all d a ren ati  si In ula
be ral sh ts are d lie ea  gr  th e 
difference of otal pro ons b een tw ods. Assuming that these heavy users’ frequent 
postings influence t  of discussion forum m ca es an  te
the cts o eal N erif w. Th  is, eh  shift is truly m
m ect behavior h L se  in e d on,
noted that scr  in g te  gr n t th erm fac
be interpr at th ect of policy is accelerated o  time. Unlike the ceable n 

 χ 26.99***, df = 5, p = 0.000, Antinormative expressions:  χ 112.

at 5%, *** significant at 1%
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Heavy Use p, th ere less significa hifts in ht and Middle User groups ese s, 
it is highly  that users who  sw rds  the law imple on ere
from t ho pos r t ha eem new ipa  th d n

ame Verification Law did not affect the fundamental shift of 

 in pend on 
, since the number of postings by a few heavy 

sers is quite great, their behavioral change led to this result. In order to solve these problems, future 

 
ent 

 
 in 

 

 
rs 

y. 

e 
 the previous conclusions in terms of the 

trends in the number of postings in which the participation in the discussion is not relevant to the 
 

the 
 

uch 
aller 

o 
                                                           

r grou
likely

ere w nt s  Lig . In th group
 posted ear wo  before mentati  are diff nt 

hose w ted afte he law. T t is, it s s that  partic nts after e law di ot 
change their behaviors and Real N
behaviors. There are some limitations of this study and caveats in interpreting results. Undoubtedly, 
postings which are involved  negative emotional expressions notably de the level of 
disputes surrounding the political issues. In addition
u
research should explore the consistency of the results from other websites and by tracking political 
issues more precisely. Nevertheless, the findings of this study indicate that the governmental 
intervention was effective to reduce swear words and antinormative expressions that might cause
privacy invasion to some extent, and Hypothesis 3 and 4 are supported. This result is also consist
to the findings from experimental designs in the previous research that argued people would behave 
more politely and conformingly under the identifiable condition rather than anonymous condition. 

5.3. The behavioral changes of particular individuals 

In the previous sections, I checked the trends in the number of postings and participants as well as 
the reduction of bad postings after Real Name Verification Law. Even if swear words and 
nonnormative expressions can be detected through text mining and filtering techniques, the result
could be downward biased, because some slanderous postings may not contain selected keywords
the predetermined algorithm. Thus, as supplemental analysis, I conducted additional content analysis
in greater details by investigating directly11. The same approaches for detecting slanderous and 
abusive postings which may or may not include swear words and antinormative expressions are 
conducted. By doing this, I can also check the robustness of the previous analysis and more precise 
behavioral changes across user groups. Since I am interested in postings around the implementation
of the law, I selected participants who wrote their postings in July and August 2007. 1,289 use
posted at least one message in July 2007, and 120 participants12 are randomly selected for this stud
In order to examine the behavioral shift, I only need to see users who write postings before and after 
the law; therefore, 41 users are taken into account. 

Table 4 reports the results. In Column (1), the total number of postings increased, and this differenc
is not statistically significant. This finding is associated with

law enforcement. The results in terms of the number of swear words and antinormative expressions
are reported in Column (2) and Column (3). Some interesting findings are as follows. First, 
proportions of swear words and antinormative postings are greater than the previous results, which
were the pre-coded detection algorithm. The main reason could be that more number of postings is 
classified to these bad postings by detailed content analysis by coders. In particular, some postings 
can be regarded as antinormative postings without containing significant informal expressions, s
as serious slanders against the other discussion participants. Other possible reasons are due to sm
sample size and shorter period of analysis. For example, there are only 3 users in some categories. 
Second, the proportions of swear words and antinormative postings have decreased, and the 
differences are statistically significant. However, salient finding is that the differences between tw

 
11 Two independent coders rated each set of postings on the basis of the provided standards, and cross‐checked for 

rting by the number of postings in the given period, every tenth of participants are selected. 

coding reliability. Both coders are PhD students in social science fields in the US, whose native language is 
Korean. 
12 After so
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periods are smaller than those in the previous section (5.2). It can be interpreted that some users still 
behaved in aggressive ways even after the law, but the usage of explicitly abusive words might be 
decreased. Thus, it should be more cautious to conclude whether Real Name Verification Law has 
achieved its policy goal. The decrease in swear words and antinormative expressions can be positively 
associated with less slanders and defamation, but the finding suggests that this is not guaranteed by 
counting the words they used.   That is, it is required to explore in more details in order to assess the 
policy impacts properly. Nevertheless, main results in terms of the reduction of swear words and 
antinormative expressions are supported and consistent with individual-level data.  

Table 4. Detailed content analysis across groups. 

  (1) Postings (2) Swear words (3) Antinormative
User Group  # of postings  Before law After law Before law After law Before law  After law

Light Users 
1 (11)  11  45 

3
(27.27%) 

9
(20.00%) 

5 
(45.45%) 

20
(44.44%) 

2 (3)  6  8 
2

(33.33%) 
2

(25.00%) 
2 

(33.33%) 
3

(37.50%) 

Middle Users 
3 (3)  9  17 

2
(22.22%) 

3
(17.65%) 

3 
(33.33%) 

5
(29.41%) 

4 ~ 10 (10)  78  102 
12

(15.38%) 
14

(13.73%) 
18 

(23.08%) 
21

(20.59%) 

Heavy Users 
11 ~ 15 (3)  47  44 

6
(12.77%) 

4
(9.09%) 

12 
(25.53%) 

7
(15.91%) 

16 and more 
(11) 

548  762 
24

(4.38%) 
26

(3.39%) 
70 

(12.77%) 
72

(9.38%) 

Total (41)  699  978 
49

(7.01%) 
58

(5.89%) 
110 

(15.74%) 
128

(13.01%) 
The percentage value in parenthesis of “# of postings” column is the number of samples in each category. The percentage value in parenthesis of 
column (2) and (3) is the proportion out of total postings in each row. 
Postings: t value 1.36 , df = 5 p = 0.11 
Swear words: t value 3.67 ***, d
Antinormative expressions: t value 1.48 *, df = 40 p
* significant at 10%, ** signific at 5%, *** significant at 1% 

5.4. Postings with real name vs. postings with pseudony

The last part of study is to examine how the le an s’ behaviors. Regardless 
of whether a form of nforcem t by a regulatory authority exist t, e ouraging 
nor aviors ca  achieved by the ot r mech uch reg y w
operators13. I argu rs beh  more re sibly a me re ss 
of the existence of the law. Writings with real name can epar ith th orld ac al 
identit  and  used for this stud r ned ebs ub eal 
Nam atio e o ifferen  that the essages are posted with pseudonym t Site 
1, but users have to with real name at Site 2. Two controversial l iss hos
each discussion topic was in May 2007 and in May 2009 respectively, which are and e 

cedure conducted by Part et al. (2008). They 
ostings i  with real name showed less emotional behaviors and less 

nline boards. I selected different topics and 
ed their study. 

                                                           

f = 5 p = 0.007 
 = 0.09 

ant 
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vel of onymity affects user
 legal e

n be
en ed or no nc

mative beh he anism, s  as self- ulation b ebsite 
e that use ave spon n discreetly wi

no e s
d th their 

at  w
r

e al-w
eal na gardle

tut b ed ir re
y. Site 1

e Verific
 Site 2 are y: as afo ementio , both w ites are s ject to R

n Law, but th
post 

nly d ce is  m  a
politica ues are c en; the 

 before  after th
law implementation. Then, 100 postings are randomly selected at each discussion topic from both 
Site 1 and Site 2. I followed the method and the pro
found th n the discussionat p  board
grammatical  those in pseudonym- errors than based o
additional periods as we t criteria, comparll as differen

 
13 Some websites including Facebook.com hold their own policy in terms of using users’ real names rather than their 
nicknames. 
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Topics: 

• Construction of Grand Canal Project (May 2007) 

• Administrative capital relocation plan and new policies (May 2009) 

The results are reported in Figure 6 and Table 5. Firstly, as shown in Figure 6, the results are clearly 
distinguishable between two Sites. Site 2 shows less postings that contain swear words and 
antinormative expressions than Site 1 for both topics in two periods. It is noted that Topic 2 seems 
to be more disputable than Topic 1; therefore, there are more postings that contain swear words and 
antinormative expressions even after the law. The salient finding in this study is that participants with 
their real identity show more prudent behaviors than those with pseudonyms. Thus, Hypothesis 5 is 
supported with this result. Since the number of bad postings is closely correlated to the nature of 
topics, it is not meaningful to compare both periods in this case. Secondly, the result in Table 5 
shows that users participated in the discussion more actively at Site 2. Real-name online discussion 
board (Site 2) shows more frequent participation rates than those in Site 1. That is, one-off postings 
are the majority in the nickname-based board of Site 1. 

Figure 6. Comparison between Site 1 and Site 2 (Swear words and Antinormative expressions). 

 

Table 5. Participation frequency and rate in Site 1 and Site 2. 

 
Topic 1 (Before the law)  Topic 2 (After the law) 

Site 1  Site 2  Site 1   Site 2 
1  79 (90.1%)  62 (81.6%)  73 (86.9%)  53 (74.6%) 
2  3 (3.4%)  7(9.2%)  8 (9.5%)  10 (14.1%) 
3  2 5 (6.6%)  7 (9.9%)  (2.2%)  2 (2.4%) 

More than 3  3 (3.4%)  2 (2.6%)  1 (1.2%)  1 (1.4%) 
Total  87 (100%)  76(100%)  84 (100%)  71 (100%) 

The percentage value in parenthesis is the proportion out of total n the last row. 

6. Discussion and Conclusion 

6.1. Discussion 

There is an interesting analogy in terms of real identity between analyzed South Korean websites and 
famous social networking services, Facebook and MySpace. Users can usually be identified by their real 
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names on Facebook und riticism of MySpace is 
that real names were hidden when users see someone’s profile. According to an article15, anonymity 
is great w n you do not want  get in the way of w ou are 
living onli e. But, it is also e reasons Fa n s by their re s, 
is gaining  quickly on M at is, peop line socia ns on the al-
world ne orks. Users are w  reveal mor  stories and to share their opinio
Face e consisten eir true tho the real wor dant use of  
contain use, slander, sive slang t ySpace m  caused th

 relevant could include that of the 
controversial but widespread commenting systems of Facebook16, whose advanced features were 

pful if users are interested in tying their non-
might discourage users to leave comments in 

sensitive topics.  

ct 

 

ser 
less 

t of the law. It seems that users have recognized that the level of anonymity was 
shifted by the law, from complete dissociation of real and online identities to only visual anonymity 

 which their real identity can be detectable. By analyzing this unprecedented policy 
at the forefront of internet trends of South Korea, this paper can shed light on some useful 

ations. Only a few websites have been considered for analysis and 
comparison. If more websites are examined in each category and this significant difference is still 
maintained, the suggested results will be more convincing. Another limitation is self-selection problem. 
                                                           

er its self-regulation policy14. By contrast, a constant c

he your actual identity to hatever fantasy life y
n
 so

 o h
ySpace. Th

ne of t cebook, which ide
le make on

t er
l connectio

ifies us al name
 basis of re

tw illing to e private ns on 
book that ar t with th ughts in ld. Abun  language

ing ab and aggres erms on M ight have e declining 
use of the website. Moreover, a further study that may be highly

officially launched in March 2011. Even if this is hel
Facebook activity to the social-networking site, this 

6.2. Conclusion 

This paper analyzed privacy and anonymous issues surrounding Real Name Verification Law in 
South Korea. The law was established in order to prevent indiscreet postings on the web; as a result, 
the country’s cyberspace has become more traceable to users’ identity as well as more vulnerable to 
guarantee freedom of speech. 

The results suggest that Real Name Verification Law has a dampening effect on overall participation 
in the short-term, which is consistent with Haines et al. (2006),Kahai et al. (1998), and Woo et 
al.(2010); however, it is more closely associated with the nature of issues. Thus, the law did not affe
the participation of the discussion in the long term. Furthermore, identification of postings had 
significant effects on reducing uninhibited behaviors (swear words and antinormative expressions),
suggesting that Real Name Verification Law encouraged users’ behavioral changes in the positive 
direction to some extent. The impact is greater for Heavy User group than for Light and Middle U
groups. Also, discussion participants with their real names showed more discreet behaviors regard
of the enforcemen

by pseudonyms in

implications and information to policy makers of other countries that consider a certain type of 
internet regulation in terms of privacy.  

This study contains some limit

 
14 “Impersonating anyone or anything is not permitted. To encourage people to use their real names on Facebook, we 
limit the number of times names can be changed.”, “Your account was disabled because the name under which it was 
registered was fake. We do not allow users to register with fake names, to impersonate any person or entity, or to 
falsely state or otherwise misrepresent themselves or their affiliations. In addition, Facebook accounts are intended 
for use by single individuals, so groups, clubs, businesses, or other types of organizations are not permitted to 
maintain accounts.” (excerpt from Help Center at Facebook.com) 
15 http://techcrunch.com/2008/12/17/myspace‐quietly‐begins‐encouraging‐users‐to‐use‐their‐real‐names/ 
16 The update to Facebook's Comments Box plugin was intended to make comments more relevant. Users to a 
particular site see comments from Facebook friends first and Facebook added public information about users next to 
their names. (http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2381630,00.asp) 
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Presumably, some users who are reluctant to show their real identity might use pseudonym-based 
online discussion forums, and they are more likely to be assertive and abusive. In other words, i
reasonable to say that more discreet users prefer to participate in real name boards, and more violent 
users prefer to discuss in a pseudonymous board. Notwithstanding these limitations, users’ behaviors 
on online boards may be affected by anonymous conditions and topics rather than loosely 
proclaimed legal enforcement. 

There are several promising future research agenda. First, future research can be conducted by 
collecting data from more discussion boards in the given period. People usually have their own 
frequently-visiting websites and participate in the discussion in those spaces. Thus, when more 
discussion forums are included in the study and current results are still maintained, the argument in 
this paper becomes highly strengthened and reasonable. Second, as noted previously, this stu
linked to the next step of research in terms of the impact of recently-implemented commenting 
systems with real identity by popular soc
Buchholz 2009) pointed out that cross-c

t is 

dy is 

ial networking service providers in the US. Morio & 
( ultural differences affected interpersonal motivation 

-

 Law 

ments. 
of the ACM 2011 conference on Computer supported cooperative work. 

Froomkin, M.A. 1995. Anonymity and Its Enemies. Journal of Online Law Article 4. 

ymity, Digital 
 Cash, and Distributed Database. Journal of Law and Commerce 15(2): 395-507. 

(autonomy vs. affiliation) when individuals decided whether or not to remain anonymous in the 
online communication. Their conclusion is that Western societies will gravitate toward online 
communities that allow lower levels of anonymity, while individuals in Eastern societies will be more 
likely to seek out online communities that promote higher levels of anonymity. However, currently
implementing social comments systems in the US is more relevant to higher levels of anonymity. It 
would be interesting to observe whether users’ behaviors are shifted when they post comments with 
their real personalities and how this result differs from the findings in this study. 
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